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The modelling approach 

ALK 
Automated Real Estate Map 

Quite a lot of 
redundant  
information 

ALB 
Automated Real Estate Register 

DTK 

Offical Topographic and Cartographic Information System  
ATKIS Geodetic Reference Points 

AFIS 
 

AFIS-ALKIS-ATKIS 
Application Schema 
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Objectives of the AAA data model 

Thematic 
•  Integration of all offical data (different scales!) in only one data model  

(Geodesy: AFIS,  Cadaster: ALKIS,  Topography: ATKIS, Surface: DTM) 
•  Management of thematic profiles (feature catalogues)   
•  Consider regional profiles of the application schema   

Technical       
•  Use of international (accepted) GIS standards (ISO, OGC)     
•  Use of registries where feasible (CRS, UoM, code lists, OID)  
•  Use of modern software tools for the model management 
•  Automatical generated implementation schemas (GML) and feature 

catalogues   
•  Easy extensibility of the data model for multiple use in different thematic 

domains; strategic data component of the SDI     

Economical  
•   Limited to core tasks      
•   Fully digital and GIS-supported maintenace of the official reference data  
•   Support and creation of new data delivery channels (e.g. SOA) 
•   Allow quality measures (e.g. automatical data testing)   
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Profiles of OGC and ISO Standards 
Example: Spatial Schema  

Geometr ic primitiv e
<<Leaf >>

+ Bearing
+ GM_Curv e

+ GM_Curv eBoundary
+ GM_Curv eInterpolation

+ GM_Curv eSegment
+ GM_OrientableCurv e

+ GM_OrientablePrimitiv e
+ GM_OrientableSurf ace

+ GM_Point
+ GM_Primitiv e

+ GM_Primitiv eBoundary
+ GM_Ring
+ GM_Shell
+ GM_Solid

+ GM_SolidBoundary
+ GM_Surf ace

+ GM_Surf aceBoundary
+ GM_Surf aceInterpolation

+ GM_Surf acePatch

Geometric complex
<<Leaf >>

+ GM_Complex
+ GM_ComplexBoundary

+ GM_Composite
+ GM_CompositeCurv e
+ GM_CompositePoint
+ GM_CompositeSolid

+ GM_CompositeSurf ace

Coordinate geometry
<<Leaf >>

+ DirectPosition
+ GM_Af f inePlacement

+ GM_Arc
+ GM_ArcBy Bulge

+ GM_ArcStr ing
+ GM_ArcStringBy Bulge

+ GM_BSplineCurv e
+ GM_BSplineSurf ace

+ GM_BSplineSurf aceForm
+ GM_Bezier

+ GM_BicubicGrid
+ GM_BilinearGrid

+ GM_Circle
+ GM_Clothoid
+ GM_C one
+ GM_Conic

+ GM_CubicSpline
+ GM_Cy linder
+ GM_Env elope

+ GM_GenericCurve
+ GM_GenericSurf ace

+ GM_Geodesic
+ GM_GeodesicString
+ GM_GriddedSurf ace

+ GM_Knot
+ GM_KnotTy pe

+ GM_LineSegment
+ GM_LineString

+ GM_Of f setCurv e
+ GM_ParametricCurv eSurf ace

+ GM_Placement
+ GM_PointArray
+ GM_PointGr id
+ GM_PointRef
+ GM_Poly gon

+ GM_Poly hedralSurf ace
+ GM_Poly nomialSpline

+ GM_Position
+ GM_Sphere

+ GM_SplineCurv e
+ GM_SplineCurv eForm

+ GM_Tin
+ GM_Triangle

+ GM_TriangulatedSurf ace
+ Transf initeSet<DirectPosition>

Geometry  root
<<Leaf >>

+ GM_Boundary
+ GM_Object

Geometric aggregates
<<Leaf >>

+ GM_Aggregate
+ GM_MultiCurv e
+ GM_MultiPoint

+ GM_MultiPrimitiv e
+ GM_MultiSolid

+ GM_MultiSurf ace

ISO 19107 
Spatial Schema: 
Geometry Schema 
 
Profile: Selection of the needed  
Elements; only a few are necessary 
As simple as possible! 
 
AAA contains several profiles: 
•  Spatial schema 
•  GML 
•  Filter Encoding 
•  … 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appl. A 

Appl. B 
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AAA basic schema (modelling principles, profiles of GI standards…) 

Standardised data exchance  
interface (XML) Thematic exchange interfaces (XML) 

AAA schema 

 
Cadastre 
(ALKIS) 

3D
 inform

ation 

R
eal Esate 

 prices 

R
ura l

 developm
ent 

Tow
n planing 

- - - 

AAA schema as basis for any 
thematic information system  

Modelling of thematic data within the SDI 

N
ational G

eodata B
ase 
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AAA Data Model as an integration module 
Complex use case 

class Main 

AFIS-ALKIS-ATKIS Schema 

«ApplicationSchema» 
Web Feature Service Extensions 

(from AdV) 

AFIS-ALKIS-ATKIS-Ausgabekatalog 

(from NAS-Operationen) 

OWS Common 1.1 

(from OGC) 

Filter Encoding 2.0 

(from OGC) 

«schema» 
AAA_FeatureCatalogue 

(from AdV) 

AAA Basic Schema 

NAS-Operations 

AAA VersioningSchema 

Web Feature Service 2.0 

(from OGC) 

LEFIS LEFIS 
Rural Development Schema 
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AAA Data Model as an integration module 
Simple use case 

AAA Basic Schema 

LEFIS 
Other Technical Schema 

Simple Use Case 
-   No AAA specific classes needed 
-   Only basic rules and components should be 

 adopted, such as OID, geometry profile, modelling 
 principles, registry (CRS, codelists, schemas)… 

-   No requirements for data exchange interface 
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16-character Object Identifier for each object 

DE                 BY LDBV              34567801 

1-2  
Country Code 

•  worldwide unique 
•  in principle not necessary  

(only Germany) 
•  not changeable by data 

provider  
 

3-8  
Prefix or Namespace 

•  starts with state code (2 digits) 
•  followed by code for data provider 

or for prliminary identifiers 
•  needs registation to secure uniques 

•  a corresponding registry is under 
development 

•  fully automated registration is planned  

 

9-16  
Local ID 

•  any character string 
•  unique within the namespace 

•  allowed characters A-Z, a-z, 0-9  
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Versioning support for storing of 
changes over time 

Version 1:  Surname: Huber 
    Given name: Hilde 

T1 T2 

Version 2:  Surname: Meier 
   Given Name: Hilde 

Ttoday 

OID 4711 

Versioning rules: 
•  major changes of attributes cause the „deletion“ of the object  
•  minor changes of attributes cause a new version 
•  no structural differences between current and historical data 
•  conceptually: 

•  object „container“ holding all versions, one ID for one object 
•  each version carries ID and life cycle information 

•  ISO Feature Model has no support for versions à each version is represented as a 
feature 
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Data Versioning for flexible data delivery 

OID 223          Version1 

OID 2331         Version 1 

OID 4711          Version 1 Version 2 Version 3 

2012 2014 2013 ttoday 
-  Incremental update information directly out of the data base 
-  Information extraction for ANY time stamp possible (the current date is 

only a specific case) 
-  serves data delivery and allows the management of historical 

information 
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Implementation: 
Model Management 
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Maintenance Group 

AAA EAP 

Redmine 

AAA SVN 

ISO HM 
SVN 

Data Providers 
Developers 

Users 

resolve issues 
document changes 

submit issues 
read  

publish 

harvest 
changes 

use 

sync 

sync 



Implementation: 
Model Management 
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Implementation: 
Model Management 
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Implementation: 
Management of Thematic Profiles 

(Instance Level) 
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Each feature instance is tagged with the 
thematic profiles of the AAA application 
schema to which it belongs 



Implementation: 
Management of Thematic Profiles 

(Schema Level) 
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Each type, property or enumerant in the 
AAA application schema is tagged with 
the thematic profiles to which the model 
element belongs ("AAA:Modellart") 
 
In addition, the thematic profiles are 
identified for which a data provider must 
provide information and missing 
information is not allowed 
("AAA:Grunddatenbestand") 



Implementation: 
Management of Regional Profiles 
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AAA EAP 

Profile Definition (3ap) 

Data Provider 
maintain 

create 

AAA-Profiltool 
(ShapeChange 

extension) 

read 

update AAA:Profile 

Each type, property or enumerant of a thematic profile can be associated 
with a regional profile, typically on the state level Profiles may be managed 
in a separate profile definition (3ap file) or in the model ("AAA:Profile") 



Implementation: 
Generating Feature Catalogues 
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AAA EAP 
create 

AAA-
Katalogtool 
(ShapeChange 

extension) 

read 

Feature Catalogues are derived from the AAA application schema 
-  typically for one or more thematic profiles 
-  may be restricted to a regional profile 
-  may display changes from older version (HTML only) 

Profile Definition (3ap) 

AAA EAP 
(older version) 

Catalogue 
(HTML) 

Catalogue 
(XML, CSV) 

Catalogue 
(HTML) 



Implementation: 
Generating Feature Catalogues 
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Information is stored in a structured way in the UML model 



Implementation: 
Generating Feature Catalogues 
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Output in Microsoft Word 



Implementation: 
Generating Feature Catalogues 
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Output in HTML, changes highlighted 



Implementation: 
Generating Implementation Schemas 
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AAA/NAS 
EAP 

(local copy) 

create 

NAS-Tool 
(ShapeChange 

extension) 

read 

The NAS, an implementation schema for GML is derived from the AAA application 
schema, first in UML, then the standard GML encoding rule is applied 
-  The NAS is a single data exchange schema for all thematic and regional 

profiles 

NAS 
GML application schema 

(XSD) 

2

update 

41 3

import 

GML schema 
(XSD) 

WFS schema 
(XSD) 

… 
(XSD) 

publish at    
http://repository.gdi-de.org 
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Implementation: 
Generating Implementation Schemas 
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AAA/NAS 
EAP 

(local copy) 

NAS-Tool 
(ShapeChange 

extension) 

read 

Examples of changes in the transformation to the implementation schema for XML 
Schema: 
-  Resolve multiple inheritance and mixin classes 
-  Remove model elements not relevant for data exchange 
-  Simplify model for data exchange, e.g. replace spatial topologies by simple 

geometries and make use of GML types without equivalent in the ISO 
Harmonized Model 

2

update 

1

Note: this is not yet using the newer Transformation capability of ShapeChange 2.0 



Implementation: 
Registry Integration (Work in Progress) 
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AAA EAP 
(v7.0.x) 

create 
CL-Generator 

(ShapeChange 
extension) 

read 

AAA data references information that will be managed in registers, likely in 
the GDI-DE registry (under development) 
-  Coordinate Reference Systems and their components 
-  Object Namespace Identifiers 
-  Code Lists 

AAA EAP 
(v6.0.1) 

Temporary AdV Registry 
(HTML, ATOM, GML, SKOS) 

migrate 

Other control bodies 

maintain other sub-registers 

AdV Control Bodies 

maintain AAA sub-registers 



Implementation: 
Generating Feature Catalogues 
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Temporary Code List Registry 



Challenges 

•  Maintenance (issue tracker, monitoring of changes, governance, 
resources, guarantee) 

•  Change Management of schema updates, both the application 
schema and the NAS 
–  Full Version (not backwards-compatible – 1.0.0) 
–  Backwards-compatible version – 1.1.0 
–  Bug fixes – 1.0.1 
–  Note: different definition of "backwards-compatible" than OGC 

•  Necessary changes vs. Stable schemas/model 
•  Software tool changes (Rational Rose, EA) 
•  Reliable registries for storing code lists, OID, schemas, CRS 
•  Providing simple model views for data exchange 
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Summary 

•  A model-driven approach can be used to improve consistency 
within AFIS-ALKIS-ATKIS and with other application schemas in 
the SDI 

•  Data versioning supports a 4D view and the possibility for 
flexible, incremental data updates 

•  Unique object identifiers are essential – as well as the ID 
management 

•  The modelling is supported by up-to-date tools 
•  Tools are published for reuse so developers can follow a model-

driven approach, too 
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Issues for discussion 

•  ID management and support for linking 
–  How to best make Object IDs dereferenceable in a dynamic environment? 

•  Versioning of models, conceptual schemas and implementation 
schemas 
–  Many different approaches 

•  Use of INSPIRE tools (PID, registries, EA subversion, ISO 
schemas) 
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